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High court
will review
tenure case
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Political Writer
The U.S. Supreme Court will rule
this winter whether a university instructor should be granted a hearing
to learn why he was denied tenure at
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh (C.W.O.).
V a rious educational organizations
late last week won high court review of
a case involving David Roth, political science instructor at UWO.
Roth was released by that school
last year following a mandatory four
year probation. The university gave
no reasons for his dismissal.
Since then, two federal courts have
ruled the instructor should be granted
a hearing and informed of the reasons leading to his dismissal.
The decision of the Supreme Court
is not expected to bear on the controversy centered at SJS concerning such
grievance hearings.
Attorney Michael Chatzky, leader of
a movement to strike down California
state college grievance procedures,
said yesterday the case will have
little affect on his campaign.
Chatzky claims the California regulations lack constitutional protections.
Continued to page 4

College president gives approval

SJS police carrying guns
By MARK SIMON
Daily Staff Writer
SJS Security officers are again carrying firearms on campus from 4
p.m. to 6 a.m. seven days a week,
effective last Friday.
In a lengthy memorandum, SJS
President John H. Bunzel concluded
that "campus peace officers shall carry firearms during the hours of darkness. These are the hours when most
crimes tend to occur and when conditions of darkness make the investigation and interception of criminal
activity especially hazardous."
Pres. Bunzel noted that he took
into account rising crime rates in the
campus area, the protection of students and faculty, and the changing
role of the Campus Security.
He also decided, in accordance
with the California Penal Code, that
firearms can only be carried by "campus peace officers."
As defined by the Code, all officers
must complete training requirements.
Guns may be used "only when necessary to protect their own lives or
the life of another person."
Pres. Bunzel noted, "Members of
the college community . . .as well as
visitors to the campus have a right
to expect proper protection of their
persons and property."
In considering the decision, Dr. Bunzel stated that he had to take into ac -

Student strike day set
Tomorrow has been scheduled as
a student strike day against the war
in Vietnam, according to Nick Rosner,
SJS student Mobilization Committee
(SMC) organizer.
"If enough students participate in
Wednesday’s strike, we can really
inform the community about the antiwar movement," Rosner asserted.
Tomorrow’s campus strike will
serve two major purposes, Rosner
explained. First, the strike will help
to organize students for the antiwar
march in San Francisco this Saturday.
Secondly, Rosner noted, the strike

4 will give students a chance to leave
the campus and communicate with the
community.
"One of the most effective things
students can do against the war is to
organize other groups in the community," he stated.
Tomorrow’s activities will begin in
the C.U. Umunhum Room at 10:30
a.m. when a film, "The People’s
War," will be shown by the SMC.
Speakers will also be present at gathering to explain the goals of the
antiwar movement and to further organize the day’s activities.

count "stubborn realities which are not
always in harmony with our individual
feelings and preferences."
The school semester began with
Security officers carrying sidearms
from 4 p.m. to 6 a.m. After several
requests by students and faculty Dr.
Bunzel suspended the use of the firearms until a review of the procedure could be made.
Arguments against the guns included
lack of need, the risk of inadvertent
discharge of the weapons, the fact that
Security had never carried guns before, and that the San Jose Police
Department can be called rather than
Security.
Concerning crime in the campus
area Dr. Bunzel stated, "The section
of the city in which our campus is located is marked by a known and established high incidence of crime,
including murder and other crimes
of violence."
Dr. Bunzel cited crime statistics
which rate the campus area as the
third highest among the police beats
in the city for rapes and muggings.
The area has also recorded a high
level of thefts. He noted that in the
past four months 151 crimes have been
committed on campus, 105 since Sept.
1.
"They cover the full range of criminal activities," the president added.
According to Pres. Bunzel, campus
peace officers are subject toa section
of the penal code "which makes it
mandatory for them to respond to requests for assistance from persons
seeking police aid. Failure tu respond
constitutes a felony on the part of the
officer. . ."
Pres. Bunzel also pointed out that
many of the calls for Security involves,
night hours and an uncertainly of the
"The unarmed
nature of the call.
campus peace officer is understandably inclined to proceed cautiously and
to avoid investigating too closely.
"If not properly equipped with police weapons, the campus peace officer may in some instances be placing himself in greater jeopardy than
a city police officer, " he explained.
He also noted that it is preferable
to have a Security officer answer
a call rather than a SJPD man.

U.N. vote ’good and bad’
says SJS Asian expert
By GENE McHONE
Daily Investigative Writer’
An SJS professor of Asian history
has called the entry of China into
the United Nations and the ouster
of Taiwan "good and bad."
Dr. Claude A. Buss, a former
Foreign Service officer in China and
author of several books on Asia, first
refused to call the action a defeat
for American policy.
"It’s only a setback for one phase
of American policy.
That phase
was our relations with Taiwan," he
stated.
On this, Dr. Buss believes that a
new appraisal of U.S. and Taiwanese
relations is needed, and that whatever new decisions are made will
benefit the United States.
Looking at things from a positive angle, he feels that the events
of last week have in some ways
"liberated" the United States from an
"embarrassment in Asia."
Citing the resentment of American
youth at the U.S. government’s support
of reactionary governments and the
status quo, Dr. Buss said "This might
be a good time to say that we’re going to break the bonds of that status
quo, and see if we can’t find something better for the United States than
the kind of security and defense structure that we’ve built since 1954."
After the historic vote on the China
question, many U.S. officials expressed surprise at the wide margin of defeat for America’s two -China plan.
However, Dr. Buss feels this surprise was more feigned than factual.
"It’s a simple matter to puta scorecard in front of you and see how the
It made no sense to
world felt.
think in terms of Taiwan as representative of China," he said.
He went on to say that every
country in the United Nations had
to make the same choice as to what is
better -- to have China represented

by Peking or Taiwan.
"It was inevitable that a two-thirds
majority of nations were going to say
that China has got to be here and
represented by Peking," he explained.
But the vote was not, Dr. Buss
feels, a reaction to what some have
called "the steam -roller tactics of
the U.S."
In the past, he said, many nations,
because their self-interests laid with
the U.S., tended to cooperate with
America. Now, he said, these countries feel their interests are in other
directions, and they believe they won’t
suffer as much from opposing the U.S.,
now, as they did a few years ago.
This belief is strong among the Latin American nations where Cuba
was once almost all alone in opposing
the U.S. Recent events in Chile have
also shown "that some of those nations feel liberated and free to oppose the United States and still not
damage their own self interests."
In the early 1950’s, President Nixon became known as one of the leading opponents in admitting China to
the U.N. Now, he appears to have made
an about face in becoming the man that
melted the freeze between the U.S.
and China.
However, Dr. Buss said, "I’m not
sure that he has a change of mind or
a change of heart. He’s simply the
last one to see and to admit it is time
for a change.
"Public opinion has gotten so far ahead of him that he doesn’t intend to
be left in the lurch, and so he comes
along with a spectacular thing like
a trip to Peking to appear as if he’s
leading the pack, when really he’s
running very hard just to catch up
and make his own presence felt."
Concerning Nixon’s trip to China,
Dr. Buss doesn’t look for anything
of great importance to come of it.
Instead, he views it as "merely ini-

tiating a long process of negotiation."
However, he emphasised that there
must be mutual respect.
While questioning Nixon’s motives,
Dr. Buss also said, "I’m not willing
to state that the Chinese have changed
their minds either. They look upon
us as criminal just as we have looked
upon them as criminal. "However,
if this is to come to a fruitful conclusion, it’s got to be based on mutual
respect and mutual confidence.
Therefore, there’s a challenge up to
them as well to us."
On the questions of Taiwan’s future,
Dr. Buss stated it is neither kind nor
just that it be denied all representation
from the rest of the world.
However he said any discussion of
its status will demand a lot of time,
and must include and satisfy both the
U.S. and China.

Erotic movies
critiqued
John Wasserman, San Francisco
film -entertainment critic, provides
the criticism for the three-day Erotic
Film Fair which starts today.
Tickets for the Fair, set for Morris Dailey Auditorium, are $1.50 for
three nights and 75 cents for any single
night.
Tonight’s 8 o’clock program features
a lecture -film demonstration by Arlene Elster of San Francisco’s Sutter Cinema.
"Monika" is the Wednesday 8 p.m.
offering.
Wasserman will critique
"The Bed," "Unfolding" and "The Now"
Thursday at 7:30 before their screening.

He explained that it can take as much as
15 minutes for SJPD to respond,
too late "to intercept a crime in
progress."
"Calling in the city police rather
than providing firearms to our cam pus peace officers would, in my view,
work against the best interest of the
campus community," Dr. Bunzel said.

He favored "a policy which emphasizes our intent and ability to deal
with our internal campus problems,"
and also stated that the Security
officers "are selected for their ability to operate in a college environment."
Continued to page 4

Speaker selection:
who, why and how?
By SHARON ROGERS
Daily Investigative Writer
Will Abbie Hoffman or William F. Buckley Jr. speak at SJS this semester?
Decisions like this are made informally and without fanfare by the A.S.
Programs Board.
There are no set policies or guidelines for choosing campus speakers,
according to Ron Bergman, Programs Board chairman.
"Usually people contact us. Also we write persons we think students would
in interested in," the SJS student explained.
Three persons --Bergman, Robert Griffin, director of student activities and
services, and Hal Wiener, special projects assistantdid most of the program
selecting for this semester because the Programs Board wasn’t set up, Griffin
explained.
"Programs should be planned a year in advance in order to get good entertainment and good lecturers," he said.
A list of people to invite as lecturers was compiled and letters mailed out to
over 100 persons "to try to get top-quality speakers for less money than was
paid last year.
"We try to avoid the big agencies who send around people who don’t have
anything to say, and charge a lot to say nothing.’ he declared. "Agencies ’ripoff’ a large part of the fee, usually 30 per cent."
Griffin noted, "Attendance tor lectures has been going down for quite a
while. Someone must be in the public eye then and there to draw an audience.
Students prefer more contemporary -type entertainment."
Recently the state college Board of Trustees criticized actions of the programs
boards of various state colleges. Some trustees have questioned the high fees
paid to speakers and a "lack of balance" in the programs.
Last month a decision was made to have student governments submit to the
Trustees a list of speakers paid over $100. Originally the trustees had considered putting the selection and payment of speakers under the control of
the president of each college.
Has the trustees new policy had any effect?
"Not really," Bergman replied. "Before it was passed we were more careful. We just held back to see what would happen and didn’t put much emphasis
on the Speaker’s Forum and Visiting Scholars."
Visiting Scholars, formerly the Scholar -in -Residence program, was designed
to bring a greater variety of lecturers onto the campus. The "visiting scholar"
must be on campus for at least three days to speak to students and hold class
seminars.
"The trustees’ list of speakers over $100 may as well be a list of all speakers
You can’t get many under $500, and the big names start at $1000," Bergman
stated.
According to George Watts, student affairs business manager, the average
fee for a speaker is close to $1000.
Last year a variety of "big names" with correspondlingly big fees spoke
to students.
They ranged from ex -Senator Wayne Morse (paid $1,750 plus air transportation from Washington, D.C., to San Jose), Stuart Udall ($1,250), and Arthur
C. Clarke ($1,500), to Stokely Carmichael ($1,500), Jane Fonda ($1,000),
and Rev. Ralph Abernathy ($1,500).
Approximately 65 different speakers, paid from student body funds, came to
SJS last year. However, many were sponsored by student groups with Special
Allocations funds rather than by the Programs Board.
"Anything a person was interested in was presented," Jean Lanot, secretary
in the Student Affairs Business Office, remarked. "I don’t see how anyone
can say the programs haven’t been balanced."
Financially, the Speakers’ Forum is a secondary part of this year’s Program
Board activities. Total budget is $76,000.
Of that, $65,000 is divided between eight program areas: performing arts,
$23,000; speakers forum, $8,000; Visiting Scholars, $7,000; films, $3,000;
social events, $4,500; art exhibits, $4,000; recreation, $500; and special
programs, which is divided between black, Chicano and Asian -American
groups, $15,000.
Upcoming speakers are artist Julius Shulman, Nov. I: John Wasserman,
Nov. 4; and William F. Buckley Jr., Nov. 10. Speakers for the rest of the
semester have not been scheduled yet.
Methods of setting up a programs board and choosing speakers vary from
college to college.
At SJS the board is supposed to have 12 student members, including the
chairman. Griffin, a college employee, serves as adviser. Presently some
positions are vacant.
"Everyone on the board must be a student," Griffin said. "We’ve outlawed
faculty --usually they’re heavy on cultural and forget contemporary programs.
Programs should be geared to what students are interested iii."
The chairman is appointed by the A.S. president and approved by council.
The other 11 members apply for the positions and are chosen by a selection
committee consisting of the A.S. personnel selection officer, the director
of student activities, and two council members at large.
Jeri Lidgard, cultural programs director at Sacramento State College. stated,
"Although no set criteria are used to choose speakers, the procedure here is
more formal than at SJS."
There cultural programs work through a committee comprised mainly of students and faculty.
Proposals are made to the committee, first in writing,
then in person, and then the committee votes.
"Primarily our speakers are contacts from campus, through faculty members
who know someone or through students.
We get better prices that way."
Miss Lidgard said.
Sacramento State’s cultural programs budget provides $18,000 for speakers
artists, and musicians: $6,000 for Department Projects: and $4,000 for ethnic
programs which is split between the Asian -American, black, Chicano and Native American students.
Regarding the trustees’ decision, she remarked, "We were very much aware
of it, but it hasn’t changed anything and I haven’t seen any evidence of curtailment. Our funds are less but that is because of the cutbacks."
Rand Link, Sonoma State student activities director, noted. "Because we have
no student fees and no Associated Students, our programs haven’t received
any attention from the trustees. Most of those who perform and speak here
do it without a fee."
However, speakers are brought onto campus in a variety of ways, mainly
through the 45 student charier groups. Link said, "They bring a wide range
of political and spiritual people and people with expertise in different fields.
Actually we are allowing free swech in the true tradition."
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Editorial

Logic and Revolution

Fund referendum needed
(Editor’s note..
This is the first
of a two-part editorial on the
controversial issue of student
funding of "instructionally related
programs." The second part will
follow in tomorrow’s Daily.)
A.S. President Mike Buck is
going out on a dangerous limb.
The major thrust of Buck’s administration has revolved around
one basic issue: eliminating student funds for all "instructionally
related programs."
By this phrase, Buck means any
classroom or outs i de activity
which grants units to students.
He argues that the state should
fund such programs since education is the state’s business.
In a way, Buck is right. lt
seems only proper that the state
should completely fund unit -providing activities such as Spartan
Daily, intercollegiate athletics and
marching band.
But we all know about state
It
funding of higher education.
is not nearly as thorough as we
would like. It’s tough enough to
get funds for our major needs --teachers’ salaries, classroom
equipment and adequate secretarial staffs.
So it seems entirely foolish to
expect that the state would pick
up the $259,000 burden for major
programs which the A.S. has carAnd
ried for so many years.
even if the state agreed to fund
these programs, that money would
be a long time cominglong
enough to kill or drastically curtail many of the existing programs.
To cut all money from all "instructionally related" activities
seems totally unrealistic, naive
and out of the question
Instead Buck plans to use this

By William l’. Becker

money for establishing co-op bookstores, grocery marts and housingowned and operated, hopefully at cheaper rates, by students.
But the president is asking that
we forsake instructionally related
projects before knowing exactly
the feasibility of his own plans.
We can’t be sure, for example,
if we have enough money, manpower or technical expertise to
compete with organized bus inesses
in this area. What’s more, we don’t
even know if it is legal for the
A.S.---a transient and erractic
bodyto buy and compete.
In addition, it has been argued
that Buck’s proposals will benefit only a special vested interest
group.
According to the housing office, less than 50 per cent
of the 24,000 SJS students live
in the college community; most
students commute from outlying
suburbs. And of those living here,
only a small percentage could
actually take advantage of his planned co-ops.
These proposals by Buck are also long-range ventures which will
commit student resources to a
policy that may extend as much
as 15 years.
And every year there will be
a new student administration.
There is no guarantee that they
will consent to Buck’s expensive,
all -encompassing plans.
We believe that because of the
overriding significance of Buck’s
proposals, final approval for them
should come directly from the students.
We are asking for those
referendums that Buck consistently promised during his campaign
last year.
We think Mr. Buck
would be greatly surprised at the
results of such polls.

A revolution is a somewhat
irrational transition from one
closing logical system to another
very different system.
I say
"somewhat" irrational because for
a few frightful evolutionary moments an organized society which
needs premises, systems and goals
to survive lacks them.
If this
period is not kept short the society will not survive.
To understand this transition,
one must understand the capaci-

ties and limitations of the revolutionary chessmen. These are men
and women, who are classified
(1) according to their words; (2)
according to their actions; and
(3) according to which system -past, present, or futuretheir
words and actions identify with,
if any.
In a revolution every individual in the society is involved
and can be classified according
to the following eight categories:

Letters to the editor
You know, I never looked at it that way before!

SJS in need of bike lot
Editor:
Reading from the Spartan Daily
(Oct. 27th), I was glad to hear a
proposal for a special parking
lot for bikes was being considered.
I would gladly support this
proposal. It would hopefully mean
an improved deterent to bike thievery.
Many students know what I’m
talking about, especially when they
had come up to the empty parking
stall that did have their bike parked and locked, just one or two
hours before.
I got this sudden

Letters to the editor

realization last night, after my
night class.
I do hope the school administration and our student government takes a strong positive stand
on this issue and increase its
support to any and all measures
that will cease bike thievery. If
a bike isn’t safe on campus from
thieves, then who in the hell is?!
Something has got to be done now!
For now, and until I graduate,
I’m not bringing another bike on
this campus. I’ll hoof it to school.
Gary Gerlinger
030212
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Do students really care?
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Editor:
I was somewhat amused at the
grand generalities of Marvin
Snow’s staff comment of Oct. 28th,
and yet a little miffed also. He
said that during his many years
at Foothill College and SJS he has
yet to see a student body president .voice a favorable opinion
of a student newspaper. That’s
too bad. Before, during and after
I was a student body president at
Foothill I had frequently expressed, privately and publicly, favorable observations of student papers...and critical ones too.
I remember his "Snow -jobs"
toward student government at
Foothill.
It was just before my
term, but I remember them nonetheless.
I see now the many
petty hassles and jabs between
student papers and student governments. I wondered then, as I
do now, how many students are
really concerned about the verbal shots from one to another?
I wonder how many students,
just a few years after they leave
school, remember who the student editor was; who the student
body president was; what the "critical" issues were when they were
on campus? The cliques and the
personalities that run student governments and student papers come
and go. Hassles, as important as
they seem to be at the time, come
and go.. .and the school goes on...
with or without them.
Do you think the students really
care, Marvin?
Go ahead, test
your argument. Sell the Spartan
Daily at 15 cents a copy and get
your $85,000 a year (or $8.55 per
student per semester). I’ll even
let you compromise. Sell it for a
dime. How many students do you
honestly think will regularly buy
it?
Student governments and student papers are not just a playing field for the "real ’ world outside of college. They are dealing with real people, real money,
real experiences.
But the most
important thing, I believe, is to
view these real experiences as a
fundamental part of our learning
process ---not how to play roles
but how to interact as openly and
as honestly as possible with other
people --not just for later but for
right now.
Well, Marvin, let’s laugh over old
times...and if you can’t laugh about
them then I think you’re missing
something. In the meantime, try
to take a stop away from the all encompassing petty problems and
try to get the people in student

governments and student newspapers to relate to one another as
fellow students and fellow humans.
Try to show them that they (we
all) have much to learn from one
another. That way we’d all have
something to gain.
Dennis King
032190

imperialists
getting weak
Editor:
It’s always a pleasure to see
Martha O’Connell put her foot in
her mouth, but her article on the
UN was the most delightful morsel yet.
Though it is quite true that the
UN is little more than a debating
society that reflects the balance
of power of 1945, in her haste
to list the "world’s butchers" she
neglected to mention the United
States.
Since the founding of the UN, the
U.S. has been busily plundering
the world in search of markets and
raw materials, waging various
wars against Third World nations
abroad and at home, and developing a fascist state apparatus. All
the while, of course, the U.S. has
claimed that all of this has been
(and still is) in the interest of
"peace."
Our dear Martha finds the Peoples Republic of China to be "a
morally reprehensible regime with
which the U.S. should have no dealings which would benefit the Chinese, either directly or indirectly."
Goodness, such nasty words
from such a "peace -loving young
woman." It was thinking like this
that the Chinese people, behind
the leadership of the Communist
party, rose up and smashed in
revolution.
But that is the way
the fascist mind works - everything that stands in its way is
"morally reprehensible."
What the China vote does show
is this. U.S. imperialism is
surrounded on all sides by the people of the world. Every day the
people grow stronger in their quest
for liberation, and everyday the
imperialists grow a little weaker.
Chairman Mao said something like
that a long time ago.
Poor Martha.
It must be a
drag to be surrounded.
Phil Trounstine
720 Waverley St.
Palo Alto

1. Word
identification with
a past goal system.
2. Action identification with
a past goal system.
3. Word identification with the
present goal system.
4. Action identification with
the present goal system.
5. Word identification with a
future goal system.
6. Action identification with
a future goal system.
clear word identifi7. No
cation with any system.
8. No clear action identification with any system.
There are 16 possible combinations, all of which can be
included in six useful catergorles:
1. The Reactionary, who acts
within the present system but
whose words identify with a past
system. Good examples are Martha Mitchell, Martha O’Connell
John MacIntyre, George Wallace,
and the John Birch Society.
2.
The Conservative, whose
words and actions identify with
the present system. Because of
his congruity between thought and
action the conservative constitutes
the most powerful holding force
against revolution.
The notable
example is William Buckley, but
this rank also includes large numbers of elected Republicans and
some elected Democrats.
3. The Moderate, who is slightly progressive in comparison to
the conservative although there
is still a close relationship between thought and action.
The
moderate is willing to overturn
some parts of the present system, but not the underlying premises of that system. Many elected Republicans (including Richard
Nixon) occupy this rank along with
the majority of elected Democrats.
Most of the Democratic presidential contenders are good examples.
The Liberal, who acts
4.
according to the present system
but whose words identify with a
future system. The liberal (like
the reactionary) is schizophrenic in
the sense that he finds his mind
and body in two different and contradictory systems, so to speak.
He is therefore highly unstable,
believing fully in neither system,
and constitutes a menace to both
the conservative and the rodical:J.
(to be discussed next). This be,-cause he has no clearcut premises or system, thus no legitimate goals, thus is not in a position to legitimately judge.
For these reasons me liberal
avoids making judgments where ever possible, setting up as values "open-mindedness" and the
But to be
"search for truth."
open-minded about everything is
to value nothing, and it is paradoxical how that can be considered a value.
The liberal legitimately values
the "search for truth" because he
desperately needs truth. His is
the rank that --during the onset
of a revolution --spills over and
swells the rank of the True Be liver (to be discussed last). The
best examples of this rank are
liberal arts college professors
and their students, and some elected democrats.
5. The Radical, whose words
and actions identify with a future
system. Like the L iberal , the radical has rejected theoretically the
foundation premise(s) of the present system. Unlike the liberal,
he has established a new foundation premise or premises, along with a new system andgoal(s),
and acts according to those goals.
For the same reason as applied
to the conservative --congruity between words and actionsthe radical constitutes a powerful revolutionary force.
6. The True Believer, whose
words and actions (1) both identify with some past system; (2)
do not identify with any clearcut
system (or it may be the case
that only one of the two indicators does not identify); or (3) any
of the remaining possible combinations (e.g., action identification
with future; word identification
with past), all of which feels aesthetically messy to the intellectual
connoisseur.
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Now, the weather

Campus Review
By ERIC SCHATMEIER
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is anything this country doesn’t need,
It is another "liberation front."
Now that men, women, San Jose and various other
people, places and things have been "liberated"
almost to the point of slavery, it seems that we
need only liberate ourselves from liberation fronts.
Despite this, an organization recently founded in
San Francisco is dedicated to the proposition that
all students need help in their age-old battle against apathy and procrastination in semester projects. Hence, they call their group, the "Term
Paper Liberation Front," (TPLF).
TPLF provides term papers to students who aren’t
talented enough, aren’t interested enough or aren’t
industrious enough to write their own.
According to an article in College of San Mateo’s’
student newspaper The San Matean, the "Front"
is apparently not averse to liberating students
from their money either. They will write and
research an average term paper for $3.50 a page
and they sell pre -written papers at $2.50 a page.
No guarantees are provided for a Term Paper
Lib -written paper although those who have used
the service have averaged somewhere around B.
The idea for the service came from an organization in Boston, also unimaginatively named
"Term Papers Unlimited." One of the organizations co-founders, Jim Crawford, says that the
business is strictly legal.
Crawford, in an interview with The San Matean’s
Lynn Ferguson, said he hoped to expand the business to include more professional writers and to
make the company into a sort of writer’s cooperative that would economically encourage aspiring
writers.
But for the moment TPLF must mind their
business, because writing term papers is a seasonal enterprise that sometimes doesn’t bring
in much money.
Disregarding the moral and ethical ramifications of having someone else fulfill one’s responsibilities and the monetary considerations
of paying $70 for a 20-pagepaper, the Term Paper
Liberation Front may have a good idea. Surely
they could change their name though.

Vince Camagna

Weather Predictors
Forecasting the we
requires the
knowledge and use of many meteorological instruments.
Meteorology student
Lee Bacha uses some of the equipment
available in Duncan Hall in his forecasting.

by STEVE ZIGLER
Also available to the forecaster are weather
Daily Staff Writer
pictures taken from satellites and radar sumHigh atop Duncan Hall, above its six floors of mary reports.
science laboratories and classrooms, is located
"He (the forecaster) has to take them and make
a glass -enclosed weather observatory equipped sense out of them for his local region," explained
with radar, upper -air sounding equipment and a Dr. Lester.
variety of other meteorological instruments.
Between 3 and 3:30 p.m. the forecaster gives
Below the observatory, on the sixth floor, the day’s weather report to the news staff of
the Meteorology Department occupies the east KSJS via a taped message.
wing. The diminutive department (approximately
At 3:30 the forecaster has compiled enough
80 students) continually forecasts the weather. information from the data supplied him in the
As part of a one-year course, Weather Analysis laboratory to give his forecast for the next 24
and Forecasting, senior meteorology majors par- hours.
ticipate in the forecasting process.
His 15 minute presentation to the class reApproximately three times a semester each stu- sembles a television weather report to the exdent has the job of forecasting the weather for a tent that he gives the information commonly seen
29 -hour period on a local as well as national scale. on television.
The forecasting begins early in the morning
But that is where the resemblance ends. The
with the day’s forecaster compiling information re- audience in the lab is not the run-of-the-mill
ceived from the previous night.
television audience. These are future weathermen
He must work within his normal schedule of and women. Consequently the report is in great
classes the entire day in order to keep up with depth and detail.
the constantly changing weather.
A complete wall covered with charts and data
The forecaster uses many pieces of equipment are used by the forecaster in his presentation.
to obtain his information for the forecast.
After his forecast, he is open for questions
The meteorology laboratory contains two fac- and discussion from his instructor and classsimile machines that receive national weather mates.
This proves to be a test of his forecondition charts. This information is received casting knowledge and at the,same time is used
every six hours. All charts are posted on Green- as an educational tool by the instructor.
wich mean time.
Dr. Lester does not see his class as one to
The lab also has two teletype machines that disseminate weather information, although ocreceive coded information on weather conditions casionally it is done upon request. Rather, the
from within the previous five minutes.
classroom is a tool by which students are taught
"We’re pretty up to date within an hour," said to forecast and analyze the weather by direct
Dr. Peter Lester, instructor of the class.
participation.

Iranian petition

Key aids
cleared by council
dorm thief
noted in the report that
the theft may have been
due to Roddy’s keys being stolen earlier that
day. Roddy reportedly
left his keys in the door
lock. He returned
shortly and the keys
were gone.
Three suspects, according to the security
report, were spotted by
a witness leaving Roddy’s apartment. As the
suspects walked downstairs, Roddy returned
to his room. The witness told him what he
had seen, and the two
chased the suspects unsuccessfully, according
to the security report.
The report described
the suspects as male,
black, with one of them
wearing a dark red letter jacket with white
sleeves.

Another theft from a
dormitory room, apparently with the aid of a
key, has been reported
to SJS Campus Security.
Thomas C. Roddy, Rm.
229, Royce Hall, is reported by Security to
have had articles valued
at $75 stolen late Friday morning.
Investigating officer
Jerry Baumgardner

FUME CPA’S
Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam
Becker CPA Review Course
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE

415 7814395
408 251 8446

OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESEN,

115 OF USA
NEXT COURSE BEGINS Ow 2f5

10% DISCOUNT
To all students with ASH cards and faculty

Foreign Car Service Center
We Front end work
do: Body and tender

Upholstery

Custom engine

Transmissions

Brakes

Radios
Overhauls
Tune-ups

DOWNTOWNS ONLY COMPLETE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

Free Loaners Available

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

375 S Markel

4 blocks from ,chavi

Ph 296-6

Where in the
WORLD are you
’Olaf P We’ll help!
CHICAGO
LEAVE L.A. DEC. 18 ON AMERICAN DC -10,
RETURN JAN, 2...LEAVE S.F. DEC. IRON AMERICAN 747 RETURN JAN 2 60 SEATS.

$1:46

NEW YORK
LEAVE L A ON AMERICAN 747 III f
18 RE
TURN JAN 2 LEAVE OAKLAND ON T IA DC 8
DEC 18 RETURN JAN 2 125 SEATS

EUROPE
OAK TO AMSTERDAM DEC 18 AMST ER TO OAK
LAND JAN 2 ON T IA DC 8 100 SEATS
LEAVE OAK OR L A
ONE WAY 125 SEA TS

$1 2 2

TO AMSTER FEB

$139OAK

$2 4 9
$139

HAWAII $149
EIGHT GLORIOUS DAYS IN PARADISE!! LEAVE
L.A. ON DEC. 19, RETURN DEC. DI MERRY
CHRISTMAS...AO SEATS,

Contrict:

JERRY CLARK
CAMPUS TRAVEL ADV.

33 E. San Fernando
San Jose

287-010

STUDENT SERVICES WEST, hoc
Available to CSC students, faculty,
staff & family.
Nolo,
Charts.- prus bomd on pro-ra10sharo of IOW pric cost &
for rvng chrps
100% 0( Loponcy. Fros incluflo U.S. Pdofol
DEPARTURE TAXES PLUS 94 admit Nos per person. Porm
subloct fo 00c 00000 or Inc 00000 dtponding 011 actual number of
insssongsrs on sch ndl, Hutt

19 / 1, Paoi, I

A petition demanding
an open civil trial for all
Iranian political prisoners was unanimously
approved for circulation
on the SJS campus at
last week’s A.S. Council meeting.
The petition, to be
circulated by the SJS
Iranian Students Association, relates to 37
Iranians who were recently arrested in Iran
for "a n t i- celebration"
activities in protest of
the Shah’s multi -million
dollar celebration of the
2500th year of Iranian
monarchy.

According to a spokesman for the Iranian Students, the petition demands that an open civil
trial be provided for the
prisoners, based on the
human rights provisions
of the U.N. Charter, and
that an international observer be present during all trial proceedings.

The SJS petition, he
explained, is only one of
several such petitions
which are being circulated in colleges and
universities throughout
the world in an attempt

Protest draws
’scant’ audience
A protest planned to
commemorate the first

Buckley
to speak
Nov. 10
William F. Buckley
Jr., conservative author, editor and lecturer,
will speak in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Nov.
10 at 3 p.m.
Buckley, editor of the
National Reivew, the
conservative weekly
magazine, will appear
at SJS under the A.S.
Program Board’s sponsorship.
He founded the magazine in 1955 and began
a weekly syndicated
newspaper column, "On
the Right," in 1962. The
column now appears in
more than 300 newspapers in the U.S.
In 1966, Buckley began his stint as host
of a weekly television
interview -discussion
show, "Firing Line."
A question -answer
session will follow
Buckley’s speech.

anniversary of President Nixon’s visit to
San Jose drew a scant
two pickets Friday
afternoon.
Held in front of the
San Jose Civic Auditorium, the site of last
year’s controversial
"stoning" of the President’s car, the protest
was organized by an unemployed aerospace engineer who participated
in last year’s demonstration.
Henry Wagner, 3942
Rhoda Dr., now a San
Jose realtor, planned
the picket line to "demonstrate how little has
been done to change the
country’s problems
since last year."

to protect the political
prisoners and insure
their fair trial.

Condon
dies of
cancer
Funeral services will
be held today in Los
Angeles for Dr. Mary
Dorothea Condon, associate professor of history at SJS.
Dr. Condon died Thursday in San Jose after a
20 -year battle with cancer.
A specialist in Irish
history, Dr. Condon had
been on the SJS faculty
for eight years after
teaching at East Los
Angeles College.
She
held doctorate and master’s degrees from the
University of Southern
California and a BA from
UCLA.

Rutherford
quits ACLU
SJS Prof. Eldred
Rutherford resigned
Friday as board chairman of the American
Civil LibertiesUnion
(ACLU) of Santa Clara
County.
His announcement
came in a letter to ACLU
attorney Michael Chatzky.
According to Chatzky,
the psychology instructor would say only that
personal reasons led to
his decision.
Rutherford was unavailable for comment.
His resignation now
becomes the main concern of the ACLU board
of directors who meet
tonight at 8 in the Unitarian Church, 160 N.
Third St.
It will overshadow
a report from Chatzky
concerning his campaign to revamp state
college faculty grievance procedures.
Chatzky explained
boa rd members must
decide whether or not
to accept the resignation. Although he implied some might not
approve, there seems
little the board can do
to stop Dr. Rutherford.
MASTER
JEWELERS

Eclipse
Look tomorrow for
the first Fall ’71 issue
of Eclipse, a magazine
supplement to the Spartan Daily.
This keepsake edition
"has been created in a
spirit of reflection and
includes features of
such variety that at least
one will appeal to every
reader," said Tony Roegiers, editor.

ELLAt DINNER SPECIAL
Greek Combination Plate

$3.00
With This Coupon
DINNER INCLUDES:
Avgolemono Soup
Greek Salad
A Combination of
Various Greek Foods
Baklava

FOR STUDENTS ONLY,
292-5867
545 S 2nd St

Our engagement rings make

it easier to pop the question.
"Exclusive representative for
Famous diamond rings
by Orange Blossom"

Our

own goldsmiths will
also create something new
and different to suit your

style!

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

/4:SO 11157

Son lose
Phone 297 09,r)
710 Del Monte Cr,’,-,
Comm! H$11, Mon’ e
Phone 3/5 65/7

MASTER
JEWELERS
. w,oanie Shomno Center
1600 Soostogo Ave.
Phone 379 3051
1.1 the New Alrooden
F nslIonti Pioyn
it I 4 (1,, Ti,,. MotIl
The,,,. :66 8466

A friend of the professor, Chatzky indicated family illness, and
pressure from his dual
role as instructor and
board member moved
him to step down.
Dr. Rutherford served
in the post for two
years.
Chatzky said his report tonight will again
recommend a preliminary step aimed at an
ACLU overhaul of existing state college
grievance rules.
His plan calls for a
legal panel to investigate means for achieving that overthrow.
It is the same proposal Chatzky offered
almost one month ago.

He withdrew that motion awaiting the position of state college
officials. Fearing negative response, Chatzky
said he’ll now go ahead
with his plan.

FOX Theatre

rum- 291AVETOOT

145 SO
SAN 505E*,

SOC:
opflom
.n..0141010

"THE TWO HEADED
TRANSPLANT"
ALSO
"3 IN THE ATTIC"
PLUS
"BLOOD & LACE"

One was thin,
fair and cleancut.
One was tall,
dark and freaky.
Both were
sensational.
Doak Walker ripped
apart college gridirons
In the late 1940’s.
Lew Alcindor
e same kind of
menace on the
courts in the late 1960’s.
"The Doaker"and"Big
Lew" Both appointed
this month, to Sport’s All
Immortality team of the la
years.
Just part of the great moments
and the great memories that
began before you were born.
All featured in our November
Silver Anniversary issue.
Plus Eugene McCarthy
recalling his days in bush
league baseball.
Sport Magazine for November.
It’s starting a small sensation
at your newsstand, right now.

CPODI

Celebrating 25 momentous year. of
bringing ylm, and your father, into the action.

Page 4, November 2, 1971

Guns given Tenure fight national issue
to Security

Ron Mitts

Trigger treet!!

Spartan Daily reporters Kathy Dorazio,
left, alias Pinoccohio, and ghostly Marsha Bolyanatz, right, eagerly accept their
goodies. On Halloween night the reporters "trick or treated" in three neighborhoods to find out if kids have changed.

Con’t. from pg. 1
Regarding the argument that a loss of life
may occur, Dr. Bunzel
contended, "The concern behind this argument is understandable
and it is one I share.
I do not accept it, however, as a persuasive
reason for not equipping our campus peace
officers with protective
weapons."
"Placing firearms in
the hand of anyone entails a risk of accidental
discharge," Pres. Bunzel concluded, "Furthermore, we cannot,
under present conditions, control the possession of firearms by
persons bent on criminal action."
In researching his
decision, Pres. Bunzel
learned that SJS is unusual in not having
adopted firearms for its
Security force before.
He reported three

state colleges have had
officers carrying firearms for 18 years, 15
years and 10 years.
Of the seven state colleges and universities
in the Bay Area, all of
them equip their security officers with weapons. At University of
California Berkeley
firearms have been carried since 1918.

foreign tuition
San Jose Attorney
Richard Such will speak
to SJS foreign students
on the tuition situation
tonight at 7 at the Intercultural Center on
South 10th and East San
Fernando streets.
The meeting, spon-

Intramurals

ket double -strength
type) since the majority of the other kids
carried around pillow
cases or little plastic
pumpkins.
Age -wise I also felt
out of place since the
average age in this area
was much younger than
my "10 years".
Next stop was Andalusia Drive, a middleclass housing tract
where the real fun began. Unlike the upperclass, very few kids
were chaperoned. Instead, the parents were
actively involved in the
celebration by participating in garage spook
houses.
After crawling through
two spook houses, we
were lucky enough to be
the recipients of some
tossed eggs.
"Those boys are throwing eggs at us," shout-

Today is the last rt.* mg at 3:30 in room 201
teams may sign up for of the Men’s Gym.
intramural basketball.
scheduled to start Nov.
8.
Entry forms may be
picked up in the intramural office in the
TODAY
Men’s Gym.
SPARTAN SPEARS, 5 p.m., C. U. Montalvo.
Today is also a man- WOMEN’S LIBERATION, 7 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
datory captain’s meet - SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MILITARY ENGINEERS,
12:30 p.m., MH 320.
INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE, 7
p.m., Intercultural Center, 10th and San Fernando
sts. General meeting about foreign student tuition.
PRINCIPLES OF HUMANITIES, 7 p.m., CH 160.
Topic will be "Human Relationships in Families."
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11 a.m., C.U. Costanoan. Bible Study. Bring lunch.
SIMS, 8 p.m., Cl’. Costanoan.
SKI CLUB, 7 p.m., C.U. Pacifica Rm. B.
SPARTAN SHIELDS, 6:30 p.m., C. U. Pacheco.
TYT DEFENSE COMMITTEE, 7 n.m., C.U. Umunhum . M.A.C., 5 p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
COLLEGE UNION BOARD OF GOVERNORS, 3:30
p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
TAU DELTA PHI, 7:30 p.m, C.U. Pacheco.
THETA SIGMA PHI, 5 p.m., JC 101. San Jose
Milan Haimoviti
Mercury Action Line reporter and former Disney
peblic relations employee will speak.
,P115
mar Jr ; ,
WEDNESDAY
g f rc,.e
indescrrha:, e
Ye
CIRCLE K, 3:30 p.m., C.U. Alamaden Rm. B.
Communrsts tr!aced
, bate
He
coa,s
burnr.g
toot oo
UNION FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMICS,
was
savagely beater. Jr. Ire grorn
7 p.m., Ballroom. Teach -in on Nixon’s new ecoand made to empty barrels
Idled wrtn !he human waste of
nomic policy.
thouSandS c prsorrers wah his
SIERRA CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Almaden.
Own nandS However, fr.1 faith
w.thstocc1 al, these trar; Even
ACADEMIC FAIRNESS COMMISSION, 1 p.m., C.C.
Comrnunst offrcers as they
Pacheco.
spoke later about it, were filled
with such respect that they
S.M.C., 10:30 a.m., C.U. Umunhum.
took off their hats when speak.
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11 a.m., C.U. Almaden.
irig about thrs long saint.
Thousands of Chr.st.an prisBible study. Bring lunch.
oners del PI SIGMA ALPHA, 2:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan
rmnisf ,

ed a skeleton -girl.
"Are they our age,
about 10?" I asked.
"Thanks a lot," the
girl replied, "I’m 12,"
and she marched off.
There was a lot more
laughing and "booing"
over on Andalusia.
One lady commented,
"I don’t think I’ve seen
you around before,
where do you live?" "Oh
we just moved into the
apartments down the
street."
I later learned there
are no apartments down
the street.
There was no real
haul at our final stop,
an apartment building
on Keeble Avenue. As
one guy put it, "Hey, I
forgot all about it, why
don’t you come back tomorrow night?"

taped ro the bok 1LMILIRED
P. lard
FOR CHRIST
Wurrmtvand. a hetlkei er in 25
languages
Be interested in the plight
of our persecuted brethren
behind the Iron and Bamboo
Curtains.
Mail coupon for the book,
Tortured for Christ" by
Rev. Richard Wurmbrand.
Translated in 27 languages.
v^ -11-e
DOI E CM,,csk.v

CAMPUS CRUSADE, 8:30 a.m., C.U. Pacheco.
ARAB STUDENTS, 1 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
COMMITTEE FOR HONORABLE CONSERVATISM, 1:30 p.m., C.U. Diablo.
SAM, 1:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan 10n It

I
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Spaghetti Feed
In Town
$1.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT EVERY
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY FROM 6-8
Spaghetti -Garlic Bread & Salad
With This Coupon

I
Zip
.ttatceueen- ler MIT WO
1.rlarntl
Chrlar
Thaak now
111MMIIMM=MMM

1001 S 1.111ST ST.

SAN .10SE 293-9316

UBS

Sandwiches made to order on french rolls
Also pet coffee and fresh pastry

7 -Elevenfi S. 6th & San Salvador

OPEN 24 HOUR S

ANNOUNCIIIIINTS

il

riSCLAN
W
Carlos 294-1455 Just West of the
Gap.
King-Clueen: $24, Twin: VS,
Safety Liner: $2. Frames: $14. 10
year guarantee on all beds. Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture, tapestries.
Ask about our NRO policy.
294-1455.
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr & wrists needed for new recycling center Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer
phone 287-9803 or 371-6603.

’64 COMET CYCLONE.289, 4 -speed,
immaculate condition
Phone: 28E5067 after 6 P M
VOW SCE

3

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality. service, and price when buying your
waterbed
Call us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SJS at 403 Park Ave.
corner of Dermas. 286-1263

HELP WANTED. FULL OR PART
TIME, IDEAL HOURS for students
For appointment call. 269-3161 between 30 AM - 1030 PM/4:00 PM’
600 PM
NEEDEDI People who want to better
themselves Part or full time work
Unbelievable opportunity. Cell, 2479685 & 275-0120
HI

WATERBEDS: Complete Kind Size,
$45.95. Including Far -Out Finished
Frame. Aqua -Snooze, 1415 The Alameda
12-8 Mon. -Sat Ph: 286-3544

NEED FEMALE to share house on S.
110h St. Two blks from campus. Own
room $60. my. 410 S. 11th St. Call
Carol or Nick at 286-3481 anytime.

EUROP. FURN. High caul. piano. Prow.
desk, washer, sew mach. T V., stove,
baby’s turn , Bookcases. bdrm set.
Woe. & chrs., 70 VW Call 246-6257

FREE ROOM k BOARD for girl over
18 yrs old as
companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
campus. Call Robert. 296-2308.

In
NIKKOR 300rnrn lens, imused
original box $300 rated. Sacrifice
for $185. 275-0596 after 5

MARRIED STUDENTS S.J.S 1/2 blk.
Lge. 2 bdrm, Apt yew carpets &
pool $150466 S 51h 286-0944.

SINGLE LENS REFLEX CAMERA:
Minolta SRT 101, F/1.4, 58mm,
"Through -the -lens metering" plus
Filters plus Auto Vilifier telezoom
90-23 Omm, F/4,5 All in good coed
$350 Roger 1415) 347-5781 aft. 4

GIRLS:
Furnished apartment $120
455 So. 10th blt-on-kitchen, modern.
11 AM
2 P.M. 292-1327

ore

GESTALT CARNIVAL. Amontage of
fantasy, body movement, sensory
awareness, encounter. Gestalt, etc.
A natural high 515 contr includes 2
10am 10 pm Sat Nov 13
meals
Humanist Community of San Jose.
Phone
P.O Box 881 $ J 95106
294-5017

couples

FRIDAY FLICKS See George C. Scott
in "Patton" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey Aud 50C admission.

BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S
7th St Ph 293-8656

LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join college -age BALLET class at
Ears.. School of Ballet
Basic
"trusts" for the beginning dancer
Phone 267-1331 or 246-6675.
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS.
Humanist Community el S.J
Fri. Oct 22.
8 p.m. Contr: $2
738 No. 2nd. phone: 294-5017
BEER - Beer is only $1.00 for 48
pitcher et the good old Scotland
Fish & Chips, 17 E Santa Clara St
Pleat to Roos Atkins) open until either 9 pm. or until the last customer
goes home, every Fri & Set.

BRIDGE PLAYERS: If you want topley
duplicate bridge, contact Petrick Wiley
at the College Union 289-9694
WANTED: People irderested in shar ing
expenses at ski cabin near Heavenly
valley $25/mo. 5 mo. contract Call
Randy 353-2881
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’63 TR -4 Wire wheels, Radio, Mester
Very good condition
Most sell
5/50 or belt offer
Chuck Dodd
245-1618
’67 KARMAN (beIA-new tires, good
condition.
Mike an offer.
Call
Glenn. 287-2786

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

’64 MG -RED, w wheels. very clean
$695
’62 CHEV-Very good condition New
tires 2 dr $325 Call Tom 736’724t
’67 DATSUNROADSTER, radio, heater
Good running cond. 244-0740
WESTCOASTER
3-WHEEL MAIL
TRUCK.
$125 or best offer over.
Call after eipin 292-6427
’Si CORVAIR XInt. Cond. New tuneup, great interior $275 Call Pete
987-2616 after 3:30 p.m until 11:30
p.m.
1062 VOLKSWAGON Convertible Good
Cond. New Paint, new top 5500 firm
293-4234

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:
they hvo shepeed-end compered and hi.. found Hust
Carlyle’s P’S.,.’.
or and io wet In. ...... , aro
lower than price. elsewhere,
ler the wise quality diamond.

tflitl!/11)_.
Jaw .....
535 Bryant Wu.
Downtown Palo Alto
323-204
Shop Thursday Night WI 9

EUROPE’

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
FlightsAll Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
MEP- S.1S(’ Members

Spartan Daily Classifieds

’69 VW Bug, XIM. Cond. Most Sell,
Best Offer. 3744782 after 5 P M
VOLKSWAGEN BUS ’64 Green, new
tires Good running condition $650
Phone 287-4493
HONDA 450 Street
’70 $830 Meg
Pipes 10,030 miles. Good condition.
Most see to believe. Phone: 293-6560
Pontiac Bonneville C oupeAir
Cond. -Low Mi leap. - L
New- White Call 269-8328
AUTOMOBILE
BUYERS WANTED!
We guarentee you’ll see more cars
tall makes, all models) on display
by private owners than you’d ever
cover in month of house to house
Inspections
’Free Admission
’Free Professional Appraisal
’Eliminate Middleman
*Deal Direct w/Private Sellers
Every Saturday & Sunday
RAM to 4PM
Capitol Dr rye In
Snell Exit, Capitol Expwy
San Jose
GRAND OPENING OCT 30 & 31
If you want to sell a car, we charge
only $11 for an entire day of dos’
play Professional appraisal included

BUY ONE AND GET ONE FREE
6

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT -$1.00
(includes garlic bread)
BUS) BEE
REs1 111K 11V1
72 E. Sista Clara Si,

al causes for hi, ..
lease.
According to menabers of the Political Science Department, Roth
deviated from subject
matter in his classes,
had a high rate of absenteeism, and gave no
final examination.

verwswanwilusenwewerawrooterwasse

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price. (Wilily books 6 records
purchased.
Top prices paid -cash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
sapplementsis, classics. RECYCLE
186 So 2nd St. 256-6275

Tortured
for Christ!

.

tomorrow

Elections of new officers will highlight the
Pan-African Student
Assocation meeting tonight at 7:30 in the A.S.
Council Chambers on
the third level of the
College Union.
Education as applied
to "nation building," and
the need for positive relationships bet wee en
black students on campus, will also be discussed. The meeting is
open to all black students.

erican Colleges, and the
American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities indicated 1,080 schools nationwide operate without
grievance procedures.
A decision in favor of
Roth could lead to extensive litigation directed at the states
those schools operate
in.
He won his initial case
in U.S. District Court
at Madison. That decision was upheld by the
Seventh U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals at Chicago.
Although no official
reasons were given at
the time of the instructor’s dismissal from the
university,
UWO
spokesmen cited sever-

FOR RENTI I, 2, & 3 bdrm. Apt.
w/w carpets. AEI( w/pool. $115, 5150,
Centrally located 3
& $180 p/mo.
miles from campus lust off Almaden
Expry. 2445 Rinconsda Dr. Mgr Apt
/I, No children or pets Unfurnished
Call before 9 P.M 266-1613. Quiet
rea. conducive for studious intim.duels.

Sparta Guide

Count c1 1.

sored by Intercultural
steering Committee
(ICSC), will also include
a discussion on A.S.
president Mike Buck’s
vetoed bill concerning
the Committee’s office
space in the College
Union.

Eclipse
magazine

Halloween caper
sisted of candy bars.
Gone are the apples,
little bags of popcorn
and homemade cookies
of yore.
All of the kids were
chaperoned by at least
one parent. One parent
commented to my "father." "Halloween is on
its way out. It’s just
not safe for kids anymore."
Trying to socialize’
with the kids was hard.
The "rich kids" were
very serious about their
collecting and didn’t
take out any time togoof
around or talk.
Perhaps I was shunned because of my cheap
c.indy bag (Lucky mar-

Roth’s case may be of
Importance nationally.
In a brief requesting Supreme Court review, the American
Council on Education,
the Association of Am -

Africans
to elect
Attorney reviews officers

Trick or treat imposters

MARSHA BOLYANATZ
Daily Feature Writer
Ever wonder what it
would be like to go back
to your childhood? If
you’re short and have a
lot of nerve, dressing
up and going trick or
treating is one way to
find out.
As I donned my costume (an old sheet) I
set out to scientifically
analyze the whole affair.
Accompanied by my
trusy "traveling companion," Kathy Dorazio,
and "father image."
Marvin Snow. we made
our first stop at Emory
Street in San Jose.
An upper middle-class
area, the main haul con-

Con’t. from pg 1.
"The Wisconsin case
is concerned with whether there shall be grievance hearings," Chatzity said. "Our concern is: if you have a
hearing, it has to be
constitutional."
Norman Epstein, legal counsel for the state
colleges, was unavailable for comment yesterday, as to the affect
of the pending Supreme
Court case.
Although local implications seem few,

PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Pivatt Parties
to Buy and Sell Cars."

CLEARANCE SALE 10/27 tloru 11/3
Up to 75% off, Clothes Horse Boutique: 36S. First St,
ORGAN Baldwin console plus separate
Leslie Speaker, antique white. XInt.
cond. $1200. 294-3772 aft. 6.

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms w/kot ern,
$60 and up. Across street Irons SJS
Call. 295-8526 or 295-8514
MALE ONLY- Single room; kitchen
priv. Clew man only. 115 So. 14th
S.J. Phone: 286-2704
LARGE, ATTRACTIVE 1 BDRM. unfurnished wt across from Prune ridge Golf Course. tWest Side Santa
Clara) Phone: 241-3555 or 241-1769
CHRISTIAN GUY wanted to share apt.
with 3 others
143.50/mo 545 S.
7th St. #5297-7726 or 293-6560

22" cabinet model TV blk&wht good
condition $25 Call 286-5856 after 5
p m.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
apt All Furn quiet, 1/2 blk, from
campus 550 p/rno Call Donna 28E3514

JIM1 AND JANIS LIVE ON. My record
collection can be ripped off for $75
70 rock (some pm) LPs For complete list call 298 7632

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Most
be neat, student $63 per mo Own
room in house
Close to campus
Call Joyce 293-4217 (after 5 pm)

IMF WARM Ill
’COLLEGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attractive shapely coed
for well -paid model whose pictures
will appear in nationally distributed
collegiate art clender. If interested
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD. Inc. 4144 E. Grant
Road, Tucson, Anson. 85712."
EXTRA INCOME- Full or Part time
High hourly earnings. Flexible Hours.
Call Mr. Kong
Training Provided
275-8846
OPENING FOR HASHERS! 5.00 or
800 or 60) - 700 Call 293-7453.
HOME ADDRESSERS NEEDED: Work
spare time while attending school
For application & details write 12822
Arroyo de Arguello, Saratoga, CA
95070
LITTLE CAEMRS PIZZA inside and
delivery help needed Own car Apply 475 S. 10th or call 275-8232
TELEPHONE WORK Need 6 students
to introduce fantastic new product
into San Jose area Complete home
training
Must be available 2 hrs
a day
High income potential, Call
Sondra Lunt 247-6257
HIP/STRAIGHT
MALE/FEMALE
There’s lots of bucks to be made
selling handmade candles for Xmas
Phenomenally stupendous, incredibly
unbelievable seasonal demand, lloke
Xmas trees) 40% on everything sold
Cur helpful to you but not necessary
(strong back?) Flexible hours Full
or part-time Richness awaits you if
you can hustle So , if interested.
call Bob at 273,9132
SALESMAN-distrobulor for large **tether, IItracto stereo tapes, all kinds,
up-to-date 1/3 cost of factory tapes
Send name, address and phone Box
9113 Albuquerque, New Mexico 87119
-

VS 2 Ildrm. unfurn 4-plex Recently refinished hdwd floors, paint
ed. Drapes, !dry facilities 5 min
from SJS Ph 293-5995
TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate to share large attractive
2 bdrm 2 bath apt Close to school
$68/mo Call Diane 293-1597

HUGE 1 bdrm Apt. Ideal for roommates 1/2 block from SJS Pet or
Infant OK. 439 S. 4th St 293-3762,
LGE 3 bdrm House $275/mo. $25
cleaning dep/per person Enclosed
porch, 2 -car garage 611 So 10th
St 292-6723.
FREE RENT for two liberal females
Share 4 bdrm, house in Sunnyvale,
Good music, good vibrations, good
people 245-5524 Eves
ROOM FOR MEN STUDENTS - Double.
quiet, comfortablo. with kit, In pr
lieges, in private hump 14b S 14th
St. San Jose Call 286 3025
1051 AND fOUNO 161
REWARD! Lost bib Lab male al
7th Santa Clore w/2 white marks on
"hockey" S ono old Call
chest.
293-9023
A GREEN BACK PACK was taken
from 7th St Courts
I need my
Econ book and especially my notes.
Call 269-5407 Ask for Vince I’m
willing to pay

CENSUS TAKING ST. JOSEPH’S
CHURCH at 55 W San Fernando St
S.J. In dire need of volunteer help to
take census of the Parish, repaid
If interested
less of denomination
please contact the rectory at 292
4124 or 297 1888 8. leave name &
telephone for further info
$9.00 a year checking accounts, no
minimum balance, unlimited number
of checks: 294-5420 ext. 479 Bank
of America NT & SA Member FDIC
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands end other jewel r y , all
one of a kind If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 35-1
8804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
George Lorimer,
Saturday
FRIDAY FLICKS See George C Scott
in "Patton" 75 10 P M Morris Doi
Icy Aud. ri0c admission
kIOIIEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR
MOTNER OF Le wave who cant
afford the exec,.
ass46,Uls) Bette
Crocker Coupons losopesded al info
booth of Stud Untonl by Dec CO
will pay for machine Please, help
you can,

SUNASU NATURAL VITAMIN Mu...
food supplement
Truthfully ow-, I
amiable
Into on diairthiawn
purchase 7364759
RENT A TV ON STEREO SIO per
month.freeservice. no contrail
Esche’s 251-2598

FURNISHED -2 bdrrn - $160 w/w car pets. AEK. 11th St 289-1861 or 2899649

TYPING -Term papers, etc , experienced and last
Phone 269 8674

NEWLY FURNISHED 2 bdrm apt.
refundable deposits (911% record 1470
S 11th St Call 25t-7590

E XPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST E I.tric-Mastrs-Reports Mar renne
Tamturre 1924 Harris Ave San Jose
Telephone 371-0395

ENGINEERING STUDENT wants to
shirr* his apt with one other
3
blocks from campus $62 50 per me.
292-0453
ROOM FOR RENT- -Single or Double,
FELLOWS only. With Kitchen priv
Willow Glen are
Congenial $60
294-1211.
GUY TO SNARE E etre large bdrm
Apt w/3 athletes
$65/mo. 843 S
lIth St. 294-4749. See mgr Apt. NI
MODERN EXTRA LARGE 2 ticIrm.
furn Apt. Ouiel S convenient. 643
S 6th 294-4749.
DORM CONTRACTSFCM SAL E. Royce
Ask for Joy
Hall.
Call 294-2910
or Jen room 307.
I. rip, sunny
ROOM: Male student
upstairs room (w/linens) Non smoker
Avail Nov 6 Phone 293 2711
Want to partially sublet apt to ma,
lure responsible person 25 or over.
Part furn. 1 bdrm 8 blks/SJS. Much
privacy Will consider male. $110/mo.
275-0222 or 738-1558. Patti
ROOMS, Men. Cheerful, airy, wall to
Furnace heat & good
wall carpet
beds. Quiet. 4065 11th St.
FRIDAY FLICKS See George C Scott
in "Patton" 7 & 10 PM. Morris Donley Aud 50C admission

Nothing Sells Like A
Spartan Doily Classified Ad
9:30mtwat F3:00 294_6414 11:00 Is 3:00
T-TH

AUTO INSURANCE- No driver re
fused.
Low Monthly Rehr, Ouick
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc $26 00,
to 126 no 030, to 175 cc $34, to 330cc
538. to 150 r, She David Towle 241
ive0
TRANSPORTATION
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3
off with
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
end take up to 24 months to pay with
free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
281-116811 for info or 297,1700 for
liens
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rep for
6 groups
FROM East or West Loast
to Europe and beyond "II It’s avail
able, we can get it " 10-5, M011 Fri
549,1995 or 843-1157 2903 College
Ave Berkeley Cal 94705
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights
Inespensive student camping tmors
throughout West and East Europe. in
cludong Russia SOFA agent for in
ter European student charter flights
Contact ISCA 11667 San Vicente Blvd
Suite 04 L A Calif 901340 TEL 12111
826 5869
STUDENT NEEDS DAILY RIDE between Sunnyvale & college Please
call 732 5655 weekends or daily after 5 P M
WANT TO SHARE DRIVING with some
one from Fremont M W F 10 30 220
end T TN I 220 Any combination of
days o k Phone Wendy 797 2859 (off
Thornton)

